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This book addresses the sustainability of happiness and well-being in Chinese
societies. It starts by introducing the various conceptions of well-being, particularly in
the Chinese sociocultural context. The book then proceeds with the examination of the
sustainability of well-being by scrutinizing the effects of sociocultural, contextual, and
personal factors on well-being. The contextual factors are the aggregates or averages
of personal factors at the contextual levels of the regions and colleges in Mainland
China, its special administrative region, and Taiwan. These factors cover personality
traits, strengths, orientations, beliefs, values, and idolizing. By bringing together
empirical studies and theoretical perspectives applied to Chinese societies, this book
offers researchers in social science and humanities a valuable reference work on
happiness and well-being in Chinese societies.
In Criminological Theories, the noted criminologist Ronald Akers provides thorough
description, discussion, and appraisal of the leading theories of crime/delinquent
behavior and law/criminal justice - the origin and history of each theory and its
contemporary developments and adherents. Akers offers a clear explanation of each
theory (the central concepts and hypotheses of each theory as well as critical criteria for
evaluating each theory in terms of its empirical validity). Researchers and librarians, as
well as general readers, will find this book a very useful tool and will applaud its clear
and understandable exposition of abstract concepts.
This title includes a number of Open Access chapters. Mental illnesses are often
difficult to treat. They do not just affect individuals, they are rooted within communities
and affect many other aspects of individuals’ social and physical lives as well. This
book examines mental health specifically in adolescents, exploring how mental
illnesses interface with communities, schools, families, and peers. It also explores the
connotations for educators, social workers, medical professionals, and public
policymakers. The various sections cover the following topics: • The interactions of
adolescent mental health with the broader cultural and socioeconomic communities •
The interactions of the educational community on adolescent mental health • The
impact of peer and family relationships on adolescent mental health • Case studies of
successful community interventions This accessible reference volume offers a
comprehensive guide to the multifaceted field of adolescent mental health. Edited by a
physician at Boston Children’s Hospital, this book is an important resource for
educators, parents, social workers, researchers, clinicians, public policy makers, and all
who wish to understand the complex interactions involved in comprehending and
treating mental health disease in young people.
Consumerism has established itself as a dominant lifestyle, but the reasons behind this
are often unclear. This study revisits a large amount of diverse research, and argues
that consumerism is a powerful ritual “machine” that can make up for the modern lack
of values with new symbols and rituals. Consumerism made its claim between the end
of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, when the traditional symbolic world
had ended and a new one had not yet emerged. Slowly but progressively, consumerism
begun to develop new symbolic forms and new social rituals, becoming the basis for
new mimetic behaviours. As nationalism has progressively declined, consumerism has
permeated the entire social fabric. Supermarkets and shopping malls must be
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interpreted in the light of their ritual significance, as temples and holy cities of a new
symbolic order. In the consumeristic era, many people are led to think and imagine in
consumer terms, to identify themselves through consumption rituals. The impact of
consumerism on culture, from literature to art, should not be underestimated. Many
artists have tried to develop their aesthetics by triggering a dialectical, or openly critical,
confrontation with consumerism. This book also takes into account the development of
violence and the effects of consumerism on childhood and new generations. The book
contains a preface by the German anthropologist Christoph Wulf, and the images
illustrating the text are by Belgian artist Michel Couturier.
Indonesia suffered an explosion of religious violence, ethnic violence, separatist
violence, terrorism, and violence by criminal gangs, the security forces and militias in
the late 1990s and early 2000s. By 2002 Indonesia had the worst terrorism problem of
any nation. All these forms of violence have now fallen dramatically. How was this
accomplished? What drove the rise and the fall of violence? Anomie theory is deployed
to explain these developments. Sudden institutional change at the time of the Asian
financial crisis and the fall of President Suharto meant the rules of the game were up for
grabs. Valerie Braithwaite's motivational postures theory is used to explain the gaming
of the rules and the disengagement from authority that occurred in that era. Ultimately
resistance to Suharto laid a foundation for commitment to a revised, more democratic,
institutional order. The peacebuilding that occurred was not based on the high-integrity
truth-seeking and reconciliation that was the normative preference of these authors.
Rather it was based on non-truth, sometimes lies, and yet substantial reconciliation.
This poses a challenge to restorative justice theories of peacebuilding.
This thoroughly revised edition of Mooney, Knox, and Schacht's text uses a
theoretically balanced, student-centered approach to provide a comprehensive
exploration of social problems. UNDERSTANDING SOCIAL PROBLEMS, Tenth
Edition, progresses from a micro to macro level of analysis, focusing first on problems
related to health care, drugs and alcohols, families, and crime, and then broadening to
the larger issues of poverty and inequality, population growth, aging, environmental
problems, and conflict around the world. The social problem in each chapter is framed
in a global as well as a U.S. context. In addition, the three major theoretical
perspectives are applied to the problem under discussion, and its consequences -- as
well as alternative solutions -- are explored. Pedagogical features such as The Human
Side and Self and Society enable students to grasp how social problems affect the lives
of individuals and apply their understanding of social problems to their own lives.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Textbook on contemporary social thought
Worldwide, at least 1 million people die by suicide each year and many millions more
attempt suicide. In this book leading figures from psychiatry, psychology, epidemiology,
public health, and social medicine bring together the research evidence concerning the
key elements in suicide prevention and treatment of suicidal behaviour, and translate it
into implications for practical action. This book will be an essential source for anyone
concerned with the design and implementation of effective suicide prevention
strategies, including clinicians working with individual patients, strategic policy makers,
and researchers.
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This wide-reaching handbook offers a new perspective on the sociology of health,
illness and medicine by stressing the importance of social theory, and giving due
attention to theorists often overlooked in the healthcare field including Harriet Martineau
and Raewyn Connell, as well as more widely known theorists such as Michel Foucault
and Max Weber. Here for the first time is a compendium of both male and female social
theorists from the turn of the 19th century to the present day. Within these chapters,
leading international sociologists from Europe, America, Britain, Australia, New Zealand
and Canada investigate the key concepts and theories of a single theorist, looking at
the way their ideas such as medicalisation, reflexivity, capitalism, hegemonic
masculinity, the biomedical model and social stigma can be used to understand specific
health issues including men's health, Indigenous health, disability, the health
professions and chronic illness. Providing a systematic and comprehensive overview of
social theory's contribution to our understanding of health, illness and medicine, this
handbook will be an invaluable resource for scholars and students in the fields of
Health, Medical Sociology and Social Theory.
The Encyclopedia of Adolescence breaks new ground as an important central resource
for the study of adolescence. Comprehensive in breath and textbook in depth, the
Encyclopedia of Adolescence – with entries presented in easy-to-access A to Z format
– serves as a reference repository of knowledge in the field as well as a frequently
updated conduit of new knowledge long before such information trickles down from
research to standard textbooks. By making full use of Springer’s print and online
flexibility, the Encyclopedia is at the forefront of efforts to advance the field by pushing
and creating new boundaries and areas of study that further our understanding of
adolescents and their place in society. Substantively, the Encyclopedia draws from four
major areas of research relating to adolescence. The first broad area includes research
relating to "Self, Identity and Development in Adolescence". This area covers research
relating to identity, from early adolescence through emerging adulthood; basic aspects
of development (e.g., biological, cognitive, social); and foundational developmental
theories. In addition, this area focuses on various types of identity: gender, sexual,
civic, moral, political, racial, spiritual, religious, and so forth. The second broad area
centers on "Adolescents’ Social and Personal Relationships". This area of research
examines the nature and influence of a variety of important relationships, including
family, peer, friends, sexual and romantic as well as significant nonparental adults. The
third area examines "Adolescents in Social Institutions". This area of research centers
on the influence and nature of important institutions that serve as the socializing
contexts for adolescents. These major institutions include schools, religious groups,
justice systems, medical fields, cultural contexts, media, legal systems, economic
structures, and youth organizations. "Adolescent Mental Health" constitutes the last
major area of research. This broad area of research focuses on the wide variety of
human thoughts, actions, and behaviors relating to mental health, from
psychopathology to thriving. Major topic examples include deviance, violence, crime,
pathology (DSM), normalcy, risk, victimization, disabilities, flow, and positive youth
development.
First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Sociolinguistic evidence is an undervalued resource for social theory. In this book, Jan
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Blommaert uses contemporary sociolinguistic insights to develop a new sociological
imagination, exploring how we construct and operate in online spaces, and what the
implications of this are for offline social practice. Taking Émile Durkheim's concept of
the 'social fact' (social behaviours that we all undertake under the influence of the
society we live in) as the point of departure, he first demonstrates how the facts of
language and social interaction can be used as conclusive refutations of individualistic
theories of society such as 'Rational Choice'. Next, he engages with theorizing the postDurkheimian social world in which we currently live. This new social world operates
'offline' as well as 'online' and is characterized by 'vernacular globalization', Arjun
Appadurai's term to summarise the ways that larger processes of modernity are locally
performed through new electronic media. Blommaert extrapolates from this rich concept
to consider how our communication practices might offer a template for thinking about
how we operate socially. Above all, he explores the relationship between
sociolinguistics and social practice In Durkheim and the Internet, Blommaert proposes
new theories of social norms, social action, identity, social groups, integration, social
structure and power, all of them animated by a deep understanding of language and
social interaction. In drawing on Durkheim and other classical sociologists including
Simmel and Goffman, this book is relevant to students and researchers working in
sociolinguistics as well as offering a wealth of new insights to scholars in the fields of
digital and online communications, social media, sociology, and digital anthropology.
Despite an extensive literature on homelessness there is surprisingly little work that
investigates the roots of homelessness by tracking homeless people over time. In this
fascinating and much-needed ethnographic study, Megan Ravenhill presents the
results of ten years' research on the streets and in the hostels and day-centres of the
UK, incorporating intensive interviews with 150 homeless and formerly homeless
people as well as policy makers and professionals working with homeless people.
Ravenhill discusses the biographical, structural and behavioural factors that lead to
homelessness. Amongst the important and unique features of the study are: the use of
life-route maps showing the circumstances and decisions that lead to homelessness, a
systematic study of the timescales involved, and a survey of people's exit routes from
homelessness. Ravenhill also identifies factors that predict those most vulnerable to
homelessness and factors that prevent or considerably delay the onset of
homelessness.
This book argues that societies are complex dynamical systems that can be understood
through the concept of emergence.
Happiness and Well-Being in Chinese SocietiesSociocultural AnalysesRoutledge
A notable contribution to our understanding of ourselves. This book explores the realm of
human behavior in social situations and the way that we appear to others. Dr. Goffman uses
the metaphor of theatrical performance as a framework. Each person in everyday social
intercourse presents himself and his activity to others, attempts to guide and cotnrol the
impressions they form of him, and employs certain techniques in order to sustain his
performance, just as an actor presents a character to an audience. The discussions of these
social techniques offered here are based upon detailed research and observation of social
customs in many regions.
Originally published in 1961, this book analyses economic changes in Africa and the
restructuring of social relations to which this hs led. there are also detailed studies of the
character of social changes in individual communities. There is a particular focus on changing
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kinship status and neighbourhood as the impact of modern economic conditions is felt in
Tropical Africa.
This book presents the new Precariat – the rapidly growing number of people facing lives of
insecurity, on zero hours contracts, moving in and out of jobs that give little meaning to their
lives. The delivery driver who brings your packages, the uber driver who gets you to work, the
security guard at the mall, the carer looking after our elderly...these are The Precariat. Guy
Standing investigates this new and growing group, finding a frustrated and angry new
underclass who are often ignored by politicians and economists. The rise of zero hours
contracts, encouraged by fat cat corporations as risk-free employment, and by silicon valley as
a way of outsourcing costs and responsibility, has been exacerbated by the COVID pandemic.
At the same time, in its experience of lockdown, the western world is realizing the true value of
these nurses, carers and key workers. The answer? The return of income security and
meaningful work - the principles 20th century capitalism was built on. By making the fears and
desires of the Precariat central to economic thinking, Standing shows how concepts like Basic
Income are not just desirable but inevitable, and plots the way to a better future.
This comprehensive explanation of the major concepts and theories involved in criminology
and the criminal justice system offers not only a solid introduction to the subject, but is also a
useful reference and revision aid. Organised alphabetically for ease of use, it focuses on the
socio-scientific and legal perspectives of the disciplines.
The social learning theory of crime integrates Edwin H. Sutherland's diff erential association
theory with behavioral learning theory. It is a widely accepted and applied approaches to
criminal and deviant behavior. However, it is also widely misinterpreted, misstated, and
misapplied.This is the fi rst single volume, in-depth, authoritative discussion of the background,
concepts, development, modifications, and empirical tests of social learning theory. Akers
begins with a personal account of Sutherland's involvement in criminology and the origins of
his infl uential perspective. He then traces the intellectual history of Sutherland's theory as well
as social learning theory, providing a comprehensive explanation of how each theory
approaches illegal behavior. Akers reviews research on various correlates and predictors of
crime and delinquency that may be used as operational measures of differential association,
reinforcement, and other social learning concepts.Akers proposes a new, integrated theory of
social learning and social structure that links group diff erences in crime to individual conduct.
He concludes with a cogent discussion of the implications of social learning theory for
criminology and public policy. Now available in paperback, with a new introduction by the
author, this volume will be invaluable to professionals and for use in courses in criminology and
deviance.
The Handbook of Deviant Behavior presents a comprehensive, integrative, and accessible
overview of the contemporary body of knowledge in the field of social deviance in the twentyfirst century. This book addresses the full range of scholarly concerns within this area –
including theoretical, methodological, and substantive issues – in over seventy original entries,
written by an international mix of recognized scholars. Each of these essays provides insight
not only into the historical and sociological evolution of the topic addressed, but also highlights
associated notable thinkers, research findings, and key published works for further reference.
As a whole, this Handbook undertakes an in depth evaluation of the contemporary state of
knowledge within the area of social deviance, and beyond this considers future directions and
concerns that will engage scholars in the decades ahead. The inclusion of comparative and
cross-cultural examples and discussions, relevant case studies and other pedagogical features
make this book an invaluable learning tool for undergraduate and post graduate students in
disciplines such as criminology, mental health studies, criminal theory, and contemporary
sociology.
Emile Durkheim is often referred to as the father of sociology. Along with Karl Marx and Max
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Weber he was a principal architect of modern social science and whose contribution helped
established it as an academic discipline. "The Division of Labor in Society", published in 1893,
was his first major contribution to the field and arguably one his most important. In this work
Durkheim discusses the construction of social order in modern societies, which he argues
arises out of two essential forms of solidarity, mechanical and organic. Durkheim further
examines how this social order has changed over time from more primitive societies to
advanced industrial ones. Unlike Marx, Durkheim does not argue that class conflict is inherent
to the modern capitalistic society. The division of labor is an essential component to the
practice of the modern capitalistic system due to the increased economic efficiency that can
arise out of specialization; however Durkheim acknowledges that increased specialization does
not serve all interests equally well. This important and foundational work is a must read for all
students of sociology and economic philosophy. Presented here is the translation of George
Simpson. This edition is printed on premium acid-free paper.
The nature of traditional Mediterranean societies and the effect on them brought about in the
twentieth century, has long been debated; but in general stem from an assumption of the
relatively homogenous nature of traditional peasant society. Pino Arlacchi demolishes that
assumption by demonstrating that within the Italian region of Calabria there existed not one but
a range of 'traditional' societies.
Tre anni fa (15-16 giugno 2007) nel corso del Convegno "Prevenzione delle condotte suicidarie
nel carcere minorile" veniva presentato il risultato di una ricerca locale condotta dal Centro per
la Giustizia Minorile di Roma in collaborazione con il Garante dei Detenuti del Comune di
Roma e il Dipartimento di Scienze Neurologiche, Psichiatriche e Riabilitative dell'Università "La
Sapienza" di Roma. Esperti clinici italiani e stranieri offrivano il loro elevato contributo di
conoscenza ed esperienza diretta alla comprensione del fenomeno. Progressivamente ha
preso forma l'esigenza di avviare un'analisi e un confronto sulla dimensione del fenomeno
rispetto all'intero contesto della giustizia minorile, delle carceri in generale, nonché della
società civile. Avere un quadro di riferimento complessivo e corredato di dati statistici consente
di integrare in una visione unitaria i fattori di rischio legati alla vulnerabilità dei ragazzi in età
evolutiva e quelli connessi alla condizione di ragazzi "devianti" in una situazione "ambientale"
di privazione della libertà. L'esplorazione del fenomeno all'interno degli Istituti penali per i
minorenni è basata sul fatto che il carcere costituisce di per sé un fattore di rischio e che
l'ascolto degli operatori del carcere rappresenta la valorizzazione di un sapere esperto,
concreto da cui trarre indicazioni per conoscere il fenomeno, ridurne i rischi, individuare
soluzioni organizzative ed ipotesi operative. Pertanto, accanto alla finalità divulgativa, di far
conoscere il fenomeno nella sua dimensione quantitativa e contribuire ad una informazione
eticamente corretta su eventi la cui tragicità non deve essere nascosta o negata, questo lavoro
di studio e analisi, che si presenta quale prima ricerca in Italia, nel settore, vuole evidenziare e
suggerire direzioni di intervento, per far sì che la conoscenza del quotidiano possa trasformarsi
in politiche e risposte istituzionali strutturate. Il volume è a cura di isabella Mastropasqua.
The classic work that redefined the sociology of knowledge and has inspired a generation of
philosophers and thinkers In this seminal book, Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann
examine how knowledge forms and how it is preserved and altered within a society. Unlike
earlier theorists and philosophers, Berger and Luckmann go beyond intellectual history and
focus on commonsense, everyday knowledge—the proverbs, morals, values, and beliefs shared
among ordinary people. When first published in 1966, this systematic, theoretical treatise
introduced the term social construction,effectively creating a new thought and transforming
Western philosophy.
The United States is in transit from an industrial to a postindustrial society, from a modern to
postmodern culture, and from a national to a global economy. In this book Richard Harvey
Brown asks how we can distinguish the uniquely American elements of these changes from
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more global influences. His answer focuses on the ways in which economic imperatives give
shape to the shifting experience of being American. Drawing on a wide knowledge of American
history and literature, the latest social science, and contemporary social issues, Brown
investigates continuity and change in American race relations, politics, religion, conception of
selfhood, families, and the arts. He paints a vivid picture of contemporary America, showing
how postmodernism is perceived and felt by individuals and focusing attention on the strengths
and limitations of American democracy.
Introduction to Sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a typical, one-semester
introductory sociology course. It offers comprehensive coverage of core concepts, foundational
scholars, and emerging theories, which are supported by a wealth of engaging learning
materials. The textbook presents detailed section reviews with rich questions, discussions that
help students apply their knowledge, and features that draw learners into the discipline in
meaningful ways. The second edition retains the book's conceptual organization, aligning to
most courses, and has been significantly updated to reflect the latest research and provide
examples most relevant to today's students. In order to help instructors transition to the revised
version, the 2e changes are described within the preface. The images in this textbook are
grayscale. Authors include: Heather Griffiths, Nathan Keirns, Eric Strayer, Susan CodyRydzewski, Gail Scaramuzzo, Tommy Sadler, Sally Vyain, Jeff Bry, Faye Jones
The chapters in this volume represent some of Dennis Wrong's best and most enduring
essays. Initially published as Skeptical Sociology, this collection displays his ability to write
compellingly for general intellectual audiences as well as for academic sociologists. The book
is divided into sections that represent Wrong's major areas of interest and investigation:
"Human Nature and the Perspective of Sociology," "Social Stratification and Inequality," and
"Power and Politics." Each section is preceded by a short introduction that places the articles
in context and elaborates and often sheds new light on the contents. The essays in the first
section were written with polemical intent, directed against the assumptions of academic
sociology that prevailed in an earlier period. Part two calls attention to the neglect by
functionalists of power, group conflict, and historical change; Wrong shows that failure to
consider them made functional theories of stratification especially vulnerable. The third section
is more heterogeneous in subject and theme than the others; all the essays in it touch in some
way on power or politics. Included in this volume is Wrong's celebrated and much-quoted
article "The Oversocialized Conception of Man in Modern Sociology." Other significant essays
reveal the author's views on many timely topics of sociological concern, such as the quests for
"community" and for "identity"; the Freudian, Marxian, and Weberian heritages in sociology;
social class in America; meritocracy; a theory of democratic politics; humanist, positivist, and
functionalist perspectives; and the sociology of the future. The Oversocialized Conception of
Man is an indispensable volume for sociologists, political theorists, and historians. Dennis H.
Wrong is emeritus professor of sociology at New York University. He is the author of The
Problem of Order, Population and Society, Class Fertility Trends in Western Nations, Power:
Its Forms, Bases, and Uses (also published by Transaction), and The Modern Condition
(forthcoming).
Somewhere in the world, in the next forty seconds, a person is going to commit suicide.
Globally, suicides account for 50 percent of all violent deaths among men and 71 percent for
women. Despite suicide prevention programs, therapy, and pharmacological treatments, the
suicide rate is either increasing or remaining high around the world. Media and Suicide holds
traditional and emergent media accountable for influencing an individual’s decision to commit
suicide. Global experts present research, historical analysis, theoretical disputes (including
discussion on the Werther and Papageno effects), and policy regarding the media’s impact on
suicide. They answer questions about the effects of different types of media and storytelling,
show how the impact of social media can be diminished, discuss internet bullying, massPage 7/9
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shootings and mass-suicides, show the effects of recovery stories, and much more. The
editors also present examples of suicide policy in the United States, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, Ireland, and Hong Kong on how to best communicate reporting guidelines to
decrease the copycat effect, especially in less developed nations where most of the world’s
nearly one million suicides occur each year. Although there is much work to be done to prevent
media-influenced suicide, this innovative volume will contribute a large piece to this complex
puzzle.
Illuminating Social Life has enjoyed increasing popularity with each edition. It is the only book
designed for undergraduate teaching that shows today's students how classical and
contemporary social theories can be used to shed new light on such topics as the internet, the
world of work, fast food restaurants, shopping malls, alcohol use, body building, sales and
service, and new religious movements.A perfect complement for the sociological theory
course, it offers 13 original essays by leading scholars in the field who are also experienced
undergraduate theory teachers. Substantial introductions by the editor link the applied essays
to a complete review of the classical and modern social theories used in the book.
Over the past thirty years we have witnessed a demand for resources such as minerals, oil,
and gas, which is only set to increase. This book examines the relationship between Arctic
communities and extractive resource development. With insights from leading thinkers in the
field, the book examines this relationship to better understand what, if anything, can be done in
order for the development of non-renewable resources to be of benefit to the long-term
sustainability of these communities. The contributions synthesize circumpolar research on the
topic of resource extraction in the Arctic, and highlight areas that need further investigation,
such as the ability of northern communities to properly use current regulatory processes, fiscal
arrangements, and benefit agreements to ensure the long-term sustainability of their culture
communities and to avoid a new path dependency This book provides an insightful summary of
issues surrounding resource extraction in the Arctic, and will be essential reading for anyone
interested in environmental impact assessments, globalization and Indigenous communities,
and the future of the Arctic region.
This wide-reaching handbook offers a new perspective on the sociology of health, illness and
medicine by stressing the importance of social theory. Examining a range of classic and
contemporary female and male theorists from across the globe, it explores various issues
including chronic illness, counselling and the rising problems of obesity.
Several encyclopedias overview the contemporary system of criminal justice in America, but
full understanding of current social problems and contemporary strategies to deal with them
can come only with clear appreciation of the historical underpinnings of those problems. Thus,
this five-volume work surveys the history and philosophy of crime, punishment, and criminal
justice institutions in America from colonial times to the present. It covers the whole of the
criminal justice system, from crimes, law enforcement and policing, to courts, corrections and
human services. Among other things, this encyclopedia: explicates philosophical foundations
underpinning our system of justice; charts changing patterns in criminal activity and
subsequent effects on legal responses; identifies major periods in the development of our
system of criminal justice; and explores in the first four volumes - supplemented by a fifth
volume containing annotated primary documents - evolving debates and conflicts on how best
to address issues of crime and punishment. Its signed entries in the first four
volumes--supplemented by a fifth volume containing annotated primary documents--provide
the historical context for students to better understand contemporary criminological debates
and the contemporary shape of the U.S. system of law and justice.
Examines the interactions between sociological theory and research in various approaches to
the study of social structure, evaluating the limitations and functions of each
Historically, women have been an afterthought in criminal justice policymaking and the
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criminological enterprise. The study of criminology has largely been the study of criminal men,
because women commit less crime than men. More recently, criminologists have paid
increased attention to the population of female offenders, partly because of their growing
numbers and partly because of the tens of thousands of children affected by having their
mothers in prison or on supervised release. The recent attention, however, has not necessarily
been a good thing for women, who are much more likely to be formally prosecuted and
incarcerated today than in decades past. This policy shift has come about partly because of
misinformed policies implemented to “help” women, and partly because of shifts in theorists’
beliefs and public perceptions that women and men are similar in their criminal motivations and
should, therefore, be treated similarly. The controversy surrounding this perception is the focus
of this book. To better comprehend the challenges facing women in the criminal justice system,
the author (a winner of the Bruce Smith Sr. Award from the Academy of Criminal Justice
Sciences) employs research findings and statistics to: describe the prevalence and patterns of
women’s crimes; review criminological theories, specifically examining how well they explain
female criminality; understand female juvenile offenders, reviewing crime rates, theories
relating to female delinquency, and detention-related issues; look inside the women’s prison to
better understand female prisoners and their world; examine classification and programming
issues—particularly the impact of gender-specific programming; and explore the problems
experienced by women upon release and the related issue of women’s recidivism.
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